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Nuance Dragon Notes Cloud App Now Available in the
Windows Store
Nuance’s Note-Taking App for Windows 8 Supports More than 25 Languages, Helping to Bring the
Power of Productivity and Organization to Even More People Worldwide
BURLINGTON, Mass., – July 2, 2013 – Nuance Communications, Inc. (NASDAQ: NUAN) today announced the
availability of Dragon Notes Cloud for the Windows Store. Dragon Notes Cloud in the Windows Store expands
support for Windows 8 devices, including Windows RT-based tablets such as the Microsoft Surface RT. Dragon
Notes Cloud is a convenient and fun app that gives people a simple way to speak notes, to-do lists, reminders
and emails, and to easily share notes to popular apps such as Microsoft OneNote through the Windows 8 Share
charm.
Dragon Notes Cloud makes it easy to capture ideas in the office, at home or on the go – keeping all those sticky
notes and paper lists at bay for a more organized digital lifestyle. And now with availability in the Windows
Store, Dragon Notes Cloud is even more convenient to access, helping to give people the ability to unleash new
levels of productivity on their Windows 8 devices.
Dragon Notes Cloud in the Windows Store supports more than 25 languages across North America, South
America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Its multilingual capabilities use the cloud to provide access to all
languages once the English-language version has been downloaded.
“The powerful voice capabilities of Dragon Notes Cloud help give Windows 8 users the power to stay productive,
organized and inspired, anytime, anywhere,” said John Richards, senior director of Windows App Marketing at
Microsoft Corp. “The app’s use of features, such as the Share charm, enables users to quickly and easily share
their notes to friends, family or other apps from their Windows 8 device, whether they are at home or on the
go.”
“Dragon Notes Cloud provides a great voice experience coupled with the on-the-go productivity that today’s
mobile customers demand to make it incredibly easy to organize, share and connect,” said Sarah Gaeta, vice
president and general manager, Dragon Desktop, Nuance Mobile. “And with availability on the Windows Store
with support for more than two dozen languages, we’re able to share the power of Dragon with even more
consumers around the world.”…
Pricing and Availability
Dragon Notes Cloud is now available for $19.99 and supports U.S., UK and Australian English, Canadian and
European French, Latin American and European Spanish, German, Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, Arabic,
Croatian, Catalan, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Greek, Hebrew, Bahasa, Cantonese, Chinese Mandarin, Taiwan
Mandarin, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Thai and Vietnamese. Visit the Windows Store to learn more or purchase
Dragon Notes.
Dragon Notes Cloud joins Nuance’s broad portfolio of voice innovations that continues to define a new
generation of intelligent systems and personal assistant technologies, which includes Dragon NaturallySpeaking
for PC, Dragon Dictate for Mac, Dragon Mobile Assistant for Android, Dragon Assistant for Intel-inspired
Ultrabooks, Dragon Dictation and Dragon Go! for iOS, Dragon Drive, Dragon TV, Dragon ID, Dragon Voicemail to
Text, Nuance Voice Ads and Swype. With Nuance technology, people experience more humanized interactions
with the world’s best phones, tablets, computers, cars, TVs, apps and services from leading manufacturers and
operators.

About Nuance Communications, Inc
Nuance Communications, Inc. (NASDAQ: NUAN) is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for
businesses and consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user
experience more compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day,
millions of users and thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information,
please visit www.nuance.com.
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